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Product sheet
Communicator 2.0

Complete Control at Your Fingertips
Munters’ Communicator 2.0 is the next step up in farm control, providing an extensive 
alarm package along with remote access to your farms’ controllers via the web. The alarm 
package provides vital information to you and your staff in real time regarding any event 
or problem that may arise on your farm. Along with providing crucial information, 
Communicator 2.0’s alarm configuration and management software is feature-rich, yet 
simple to use. Delay times, number of repeated messages, daily tests, push notifications, 
messages, voice mail - these are just a few of Communicator 2.0’s many features.  
In addition to the alarm package, Communicator 2.0 features a battery power backup 
system, guaranteeing continuity of service in the event of a power outage. This essential 
feature ensures that you continue to receive alarms in any situation. 

The web and cloud-based technology enables access to multiple and simultaneous users, 
along with different access levels (view only, partial access, full access, and administrator). 
The Communicator 2.0 has multiple communication pathways, including built-in internet 
and phone connectivity and an optional cellular modem, to ensure connection if internet 
is not available. 

The desktop and smartphone application guarantees easy and user friendly access to 
information, such as analytics, animal performances, and equipment status. A full 
diagnostic package aids users and tech support if any issues (such as connectivity) come 
up.  Front panel LEDs facilitate simple trouble shooting.

•Advanced Alert System: real time notifica-

tion of the exact problem and location

•Backup battery and diagnostic package: 
safe operation in case of power outage

•Full control of the farm, remotely, from any 
device, anywhere

•Multiple-users, fast & reliable connectivity 
from any device: communication taken to the 
next level

•Web, Cloud, cellular and LAN connectivity 
to ensure use and access even without an        
internet connection
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